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Wraith Hunters,  
 
1.     Free Stuff 
2.     Audio books update 
3.     Prophecy of Eden (Book 5) 
4.     Box set 
5.     John Recommends… 
 
 

1. Free Stuff 
Everyone likes free stuff, and you earned it when you signed up for this mail list. Today, I'm giving away free 

audiobook coupons.  Get your free coupons for Audible audiobooks here. Enjoy! 
 
 

2. Audio Books Update 
The audio book version of "Prophecy of Ashes" is available. Narrator Karen Krause, who has provided voice 
talent for top authors in the supernatural genre, has joined me in bringing the Wraith Hunter Chronicles’ first 
book to your ears. I love her as the voice of Diane and hope you do to. 
 
 
We're scheduling a slow but steady release of Books 2-4 (Blood, Chaos, Dust) into early next year.  
 
You can connect with Karen here: 
website - https://www.justsayinvo.com/ 

facebook - https://www.facebook.com/Karen.Krause.justsayin/ 
 

 
3. Prophecy of Eden (Book 5) 

"Prophecy of Eden" is drafted and going through beta reading and copy edits. It should be available well 
before midyear. One story arc ends with "Prophecy of Dust", but a new arc begins in Eden and will 
continue through to Book #8 (working titles “Prophecy of Faith/Grace/Hope”). 
 
I won't say anything else about Eden until it's published. I don't want to spoil it for you! 
 
 

4. Box Set 
Box sets save you $ when purchasing or simplify your life when borrowing: Books 1-4           
 
 

6. John Recommends 
As a rule, I’ll only recommend books I’ve read cover to cover. I recommend a supernatural thriller by Chris 
Coleman. His lead book in the Gretel series, Gretel, is excellent. I thought it had the right pace (except for a 
bit of a drag when story shifts to a neighbor's property), believable and motivated protagonist(s) and 
antagonist, enough twists to be juicy but not distracting. It also had good use of violence and supernatural 
elements but kept them to a minimum to support the intrigue. Enjoy! 
 
 
Thanks for reading!  
- John 
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